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Learningabout environmentaldamage:
implicationsfor emissions trading
PETER W. KENNEDY

University of Victoria

Abstract. In this paper the impact of adjustingthe supply of tradeableemission permits on
incentives for cleaner technology adoption is examined. Two policy rules for adjustingthe
supply of permitsare considered:open marketoperations;and a proportionaladjustmentrule
under which the regulatorexpropriatespermits from individualfirms in proportionto their
existing permit holdings. Adjustmentvia open marketoperationsis neutralwith respect to
cleaner technology investmentdecisions but may be politically difficult to implement.The
proportionaladjustmentrule is also neutralwith respect to investmentdecisions and at the
same time allows more flexibility from a political perspective.
Apprendre a' propos des degats environnementaux:les effits du commerce des pernis
d'emission. Ce m6moire examine l'impact de l'ajustementde l'offre des permis commerciaux de pollution sur les incitationsa adopterdes technologies plus propres.On examine
deux formules pour l'ajustementde l'offre des permis:des op6rationsd'open marketet une
regle d'ajustementproportionnelpar laquelle le r6gulateurretire les permis aux entreprises
individuellesselon la quantit6de permis qu'elles possedent.La premierem6thodeest neutre
quant a ce qui se produit au niveau des investissementsdans la technologie propre, mais
elle peut etre politiquementdifficile a mettreen oeuvre. La regle d'ajustementproportionnel
est aussi neutre quanta ce qui se produitau niveau des investissementsdans la technologie
propre,mais donne plus de flexibilit6 d'un point de vue politique.

1. Introduction
One of the most importantproblemsfacing regulatorswhen setting environmental
policy is uncertaintyabout environmentaldamage. Thousands of substances are
released into the environmentevery day, and in many cases their impact on human
health and environmentalquality is entirely unknown.Even in cases where there is
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1314 PeterW. Kennedy
a clear link between a particularsubstanceand an associatedenvironmentalimpact,
the natureand extent of that link are usually uncertain.
The problem of designing regulations in the face of this uncertaintyis complicated furtherby the possibility of learning:beliefs about damage are generally
revised over time as new informationcomes to light. This means that an emissions
target for a particularsubstance set today on the basis of currentknowledge may
have to be revised in the future if new informationreveals the substance to be
significantly more or less damaging than originally believed. This, in turn, raises
an importantpolicy issue: how should firms who have made irreversibleinvestment decisions based on currentenvironmentaltargets be treated if those targets
are revised in the future?In this paper I addressthat policy issue in the context of
an emissions tradingprogram.1
The supply of permits in an emissions trading programshould ideally be set
to balance the costs and benefits of pollution abatement.New informationabout
damage can potentially shift that balance and require a change in the supply of
permits. In particular,'bad news' about damage may mean that some permits have
to be retired, while 'good news' may call for the issue of additional permits.
The manner in which such adjustmentsare made has importantimplications for
the incentives firms have to invest in pollution abatementtechnology. The key
point to recognize in this respect is that emission permits are tradableassets: a
permit confers on its holder the right to emit a stream of emissions over time.
Any anticipatedregulatory change that is expected to affect the future value of
permits, such as a change in the supply of permits, will affect incentives to hold
permits today. This, in turn, will generally influencethe decision to adopt a cleaner
technology, because holding permits and switching to a cleaner technology are to
some extent substitute investment strategies for a firm. In my paper I focus on
this link between permit supply adjustmentand incentives for cleaner technology
adoption.
A numberof other authorshave examined technology adoptionunderemissions
trading,though none has addressed the issue of supply adjustmentin response to
learning.2Malueg (1989) argues that emissions tradingin general may not create
the right incentives for new technology adoption, but his analysis is flawed by a
failure to examine incentives in equilibrium;the firmsin his paperdo not base their
investmentdecisions on a rationalexpectation of equilibriumprices. Downing and
White (1986) and Milliman and Prince(1989) similarlyneglect equilibriumconsiderations. Biglaiser, Horowitz, and Quiggin (1995) claim that technology adoption
is distorted under emissions trading because of a time inconsistency problem for
the regulator.This problem arises in their model, however, only when the investment decisions of individual firms have a significanteffect on aggregateemissions.
1 I examine a tradingprogramin which firms must hold permitsto cover their emissions. A variation on this scheme is an 'emissions reductioncredit program'under which firms can buy and
sell credits for emission reductions from a particularbase. The analysis in this paper can be easily
recast in terms of an emissions reductioncredit program;the same basic insights emerge.
2 See Kemp (1997) for a partial survey of this literature.
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This possibility is not consistent with their assumptionof price-takingbehaviour
on the permitmarket.If firms are small playersin the permit market,then there is
no dynamic inconsistency problem and no associated distortionof technology investmentdecisions. Laffont and Tirole (1996) also claim that technology adoption
is distorted under emissions trading.Their result, however, is due to a distortion
associated with a non-unitarymarginalcost of public funds: the regulatorcannot
commit not to distort futurepermitprices for the purpose of raising revenue. This
is principally a standardcapital taxation issue, and is not specific to emissions
tradingper se.
Contraryto these results in the existing literature,my paper demonstratesthat
emissions tradingcan induce efficient technology adoption, even when the regulatory problemis complicatedby learning.I characterizethe incentivesfor technology
adoption undera general specificationof the permit supply adjustmentpolicy and
then focus on two specific adjustmentrules: 'open market operations' and 'proportionaladjustment.'I show that adjustmentvia open marketoperations,whereby
the regulatorbuys or sells permits at the marketprice, yields efficient investment
decisions, but the policy may be politically difficult to implement because it rewards firms when emissions are found to be more damaging than expected. I then
propose a proportionaladjustmentrule, under which the regulatorexpropriatesa
fixed shareof permits from each firm if the supply of permits must be reducedand
grants additionalpermits on a proportionalbasis if the supply must be increased.
The price paid for expropriatedpermitsand the price chargedfor additionalpermits
grantedis set independentlyfrom the supply adjustment,and this allows greater
flexibilityfrom a political perspective.The adjustmentrule nonetheless implements
efficiency with respect to cleaner technology adoptiondecisions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a simple model is
presentedon which my analysis is based. In section 3 efficiency in the context of
that model is characterized.Implementationvia emissions tradingis examined in
section 4. The paper is concluded in section 5.
2. The model
Time is divided into two periods.Thereare a large numberof price-takingpolluting
firms in each period and environmentaldamage in each period is an increasing
functionof the flow of their aggregateemissions. Marginaldamage is constantand
denoted 6. The true value of 5 is uncertainin period 1 and has expected value p.
At the beginning of period 2 it becomes known that either $== H or -= 8L < sH,
where the 'H' subscript denotes high damage and the 'L' subscriptdenotes low
damage. Priorbeliefs about 5 (common to all agents) are representedby {lrL, 7rHI.
At the beginning of period I firrnsmust choose between retainingtheir existing
technology and adopting a new cleaner technology.3The existing technology has
3 lTe model is easily extended to allow firms to adopt the new technology in period 2 if they
have not done so in period 1. This adds nothing of substanceto the analysis, however, because
the choice in period 2 is made undercertaintyand it is uncertaintythat creates the potential for
distortionin the investmentdecision.
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an associated abatementcost function cO(eO - e), where e denotes emissions and
eo is the level of emissions correspondingto no abatement.Thus, eO - e represents
abatement.4Abatementcost is increasingand strictly convex in abatement:c' > 0
andc" > 0. The new technologyhas an associatedabatementcost functioncl (e -e)
with c' > 0 and c'"'> 0, where ej _ eO and cl < c' for any e
O. Thus, any
level
of
be
achieved
lower
cost
with
the
new
abatement
can
at
positive
technology.
Adopting the new technology involves a fixed sunk cost K.5
3. Efficiency
There are two parts to the characterizationof efficiency: a static efficiency component and a dynamic efficiency component.Static efficiency requiresthat the supply
of permits in each period be such that marginaldamage and marginalabatement
cost are equated given the technologies in place in that period. Dynamic efficiency
requiresthat firms adopt the new technology if and only if the net social benefit
from doing so is positive.6 Each component is discussed in turn.
3.1. Static efficiency

Suppose all firms use technology i in period 1 (where i = 0 denotes the old
technology and i = 1 denotes the new technology). Then, static efficiency in
period 1 requiresthat each firmset emissions et* such that marginalabatementcost
is equated to expected marginaldamage. That is,
c'(ej - e*j) =

for

i = O, 1.

(1)

This familiarrule minimizes the expected social cost (abatementcost plus expected
damage) in period 1, given the technology in place. The solution is illustratedfor
both the old and the new technologies in figure 1 as e0 and e*1, respectively.7
Static efficiency in period 2 also requires the equality of marginal abatement
cost and marginaldamage, given the technologies in place:
c'(ej - e*j) =

for

i = 0,1.

(2)

The associated optimal level of emissions for a firm depends on the value of b
and whether or not the firm has adopted the new technology. Figure 2 illustrates
4 Abatementmay involve a varietyof measures,including a reductionin output, a change in inputs
or some end-of-pipe remedial action. The abatementcost function here measuresthe least-cost
mix of abatementmeasures.
5 Note that firms are assumed to be identical ex ante. This assumptionsimplifies the analysis, but it
is not importantfor the main results. This point is discussed furtherin section 4.
6 The constancy of marginaldamage in this model means that the expected social benefit from any
single firm adopting the new technology is independentof how many other firms adopt. Thus, if
it is efficient for one firm to adopt, then it is efficient for all firms to adopt. If marginaldamage
is increasing,then efficiency may call for adoptionby only a subset of firms. (See Kennedy and
Laplante 1995). It can be shown that the qualitativeresults obtained in this paper extend to the
case where marginaldamage is increasing.
7 For illustrativepurposes only, the figure is drawn for the case where marginalabatementcost is
linear and eI = ee= e.
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FIGURE 1

If the new technology is in place, then emissions should
the case where 6 -H*
be e1 (H), while if the old technology has been retained then emissions should
be e*0(H). Figure 3 illustratesthe case where 6 = L, in which case the optimal
level of emissions is e*1(L) under the new technology and e*)(L) under the old
technology.
Figures 2 and 3 also show, for comparisonpurposes,the optimal levels of emissions in period I for the old and new technologies. Note that achieving static
efficiency in period 2 requires an adjustmentto emissions in response to the information about $: an increase if $ = &L, a decrease if $ == H. In the context
of an emissions tradingprogramthis means that the aggregate supply of permits
will have to be either increased or reduced, depending on what is learned about
damage. The policy problem is to make this adjustmentin period 2 in a way that
does not distorttechnology adoptiondecisions in period 1. That is, the problem is
to achieve static efficiency in both periods and at the same time induce dynamic
efficiency.
3.2. Dynamic efficiency
The social benefit from adopting the new technology depends on the damage associated with emissions. Since this is unknown at the time the adoption decision
is made, the decision must be based on beliefs about damage. Let SB denote the
discountedexpected social benefit when a representativefirm adopts the new technology in period 1:
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(3)

j=L,H

where 3 E (0, 1) is the discountfactor.The firstterm(in squarebrackets)represents
the expected social benefit from adoptionthat accrues in period 1, comprising the
expected reductionin damageplus the reductionin abatementcosts when emissions
are chosen optimally for the technology in place. This term is illustratedas the
shaded area in figure 1. The second terrnrepresentsthe correspondingexpected
discounted social benefit that accrues in period 2, also calculated at the efficient
emission levels. This terrnis representedby the probability-weightedsum of the
shaded areas in figures 2 and 3. Dynamic efficiency requiresadoptionof the new
technology if and only if SB > K.
4. Implementation with tradable emission permits
Efficiency could be implementedin this setting by a varietyof policy instruments.
One possibility is an emissions fee set equal to expected marginaldamage in period I and revised in period 2, when the true damage state is realized. In some
respects this would be the simplest approach.There are a numberof reasons why
the regulatormay preferan emissions tradingprogram,however,even in this simple
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setting. Perhapsmost important,emissions tradingallows the regulatormore flexibility with respect to the assignmentof pollution rights. An emissions fee assigns
the entire cost of pollution to the polluting firms, which may not be consistent
with promoting the 'internationalcompetitiveness' of domestic firms and the employment opportunitiesassociated therewith;rightly or wrongly, such goals are of
paramountimportanceto many policy makers.In contrast,emissions tradingallows
the implicit assignmentof pollution rightsto polluting firms,either throughthe free
allocation of permits initially or throughan emissions reductioncredit program.8
Another main advantageof an emissions tradingprogramis that it allows the
least-cost implementationof a specified emissions target. In reality, such a target
may or may not be based on efficiency considerations.If not, there is little chance
that the programwill induce efficient technology adoption decisions. Under ideal
circumstances,however, an emissions targetshould be based on relative costs and
benefits and should be adjustedin response to new informationabout those costs
and benefits. The purposeof this section is to show thatthis adjustmentcan be made
in the context of an emissions trading programwhile still preserving the correct
incentives for technologyadoption.The setting here is an ideal one in the sense that
the regulatoris assumedto possess enough informationto assess expected costs and
8 For example, there is little doubt that such concerns are at least partlybehind the Canadiangovernment's currentpreferencefor emissions reductioncredit tradingover a carbon tax for the
control of greenhousegas emissions.
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benefits and so identify an efficient outcome. Thus, the emissions tradingprogram
is examined in the best possible light. This seems to be the most naturalstarting
point for assessing how the programmight performin less ideal circumstances.
It shouldalso be notedthatthe importanceof emissions tradingis not diminished
in this model by the assumptionof ex ante identicalfirms.Even thoughno net trade
occurs between firms (assuming an equal initial allocation),the possibility of trade
is crucial for creating the incentives that lead to implementationof efficiency as
an equilibrium.Moreover, while firms are identical ex ante, heterogeneityacross
technologies ex post is a possible outcome in the model and can even arise in
equilibriumundersome supply adjustmentrules (althoughsuch an outcome is not
efficient).9The main results derived in this section do not rely on the assumption
of identical firms; the key propertyof the adjustmentrules examined is that they
specify the same policy parametersfor each firm regardlessof potentialtechnology
differences among firms.
4.1. The policy problem
The policy problemis to adjust the supply of permitsbetween periods 1 and 2, in
response to the new informationabout damage, so as to maintainstatic efficiency
in each period and at the same time create the right incentives for technology
adoption.That is, firms should have a strict incentive to adopt the new technology
if SB > K and a strict incentive not to adopt if SB < K. I examine this issue by
assessing whether or not the social optimum (as defined by static and dynamic
efficiency) is a rational expectations equilibrium in the permit market under a
general specification of the supply adjustmentrule. The first step is to derive the
price path for permits at the optimum.
4.2. The permit price path at the social optimum
Suppose technology i is socially optimal and all firmsuse this technology.Then, to
achieve static efficiency in period 1 the regulatorissues neti permitsin that period,
where n is the numberof firms. Each permit allows the holder to emit one unit of
emissions in each period.'0 The permits may be issued free of charge (according
to some type of 'grandfathering'rule based on historicalemission levels) or they
may be auctioned;at this point it does not matterwhich approachis taken.
The aggregatesupply of permitsmust be adjustedin period2 once the true value
of 6 becomes known. The efficient level of emissions in period 2 is ne*i(H) < ne*
9 Forexample,an adjustment
rulethatexpropriates
a fixednumberof permitsfromeachfirmin
the eventof badnewsaboutdamagewill induce,undersomecircumstances,
an (inefficient)
in whichsomefirmsadoptthe new technologyandothersdo not,eventhoughall
equilibrium
in a
firmsareidenticalex ante.Thereis activeinter-firm
tradingin thisequilibrium.
Moreover,
moregeneralsettingwithincreasingmarginaldamage,the efficientequilibrium
generallyinvolves
ex postheterogeneity
andactivetradingevenwhenfirmsareidenticalex ante(see fn6).
10 It mayappearthatthe supplyadjustment
problemcanbe solvedeasilyby fixingthe life of a
costsundermine
permitat only one period.In reality,however,the problemis thattransaction
anytradingprogramin whichpermits(or credits)aretoo shortlived.Themodelis constructed
to capturethe possibilitythatnew information
aboutdamagemayarisewithinthe lifespanof a
of thepermitlifespaninto 'two
permitevenif thatlifespanis relativelyshort.Thedecomposition
periods'is simplya modellingconvenience.
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if ( = 8H and ne* (L) > ne* if 6 - 6L. Firms rationally expect the regulator
to adjust the supply of permits in this way; no other policy will achieve static
efficiency in period 2, and so no other policy is time consistent. Accordingly, the
price path of permits is solved by backwardinduction beginning in period 2.
Each firm sets emissions in period 2 such that
ic'(Pi

- e)

= P2,

(4)

where P2 is the price of permits in that period. That is, the marginal cost of
abatement is equated to the marginal cost of not abating. Since the supply of
permits is set to ensure that c'(ei - e) = 6, it follows that in equilibriumP2 =Note that this equilibriumprice in period 2 is independentof the mannerin which
the supply of permits is adjustedbetween periods I and 2, since the equilibrium
price must clear the marketafterany adjustmenthas takenplace, regardlessof how
that adjustmentis made.
Next consider period 1. The equilibriumprice of a permit in period 1 must be
is just equal to the expected returnfrom
such that the returnfrom selling a permnit
holding it for that period. The returnfrom selling a permit in period I is simply
equal to its price in that period,P1. The expected returnfrom holding a permit for
the period is the avoided cost of one unit of abatement(because holding a permit
allows one unit of emissions) plus the discountedexpected value of a permitcanried
into period 2. Note that the expected value of a permit carriedinto period 2 is not
necessarily equal to the selling price of a permit in period 2; the value of a permit
carriedforward will generally depend on the supply adjustmentrule in place. For
example, undera proportionaladjustmentrule, carryinga permitinto period 2 may
lead to an increase or decrease in permit holdings throughsupply adjustment,and
this effect will be reflectedin the expected value of carryingthe permit forward.
To clarify this distinction between expected selling price and expected value,
let v. denote the value of a permit carriedforward into period 2. Note that vj is
contingent on the realizationof the damage state (that is, j = L or j = H), since
the effect of any supply adjustmentrule will generally depend on which state is
realized. Thus, the equilibriumprice of a permit in period 1 when all firms are
using technology i must be
Pi =cl(i~i-

e*i) +

5

E7rjvj.
j=L.H

Since the supply of permits in period 1 is set such that c'(P
that
P IJL+,B

E
j=L.H

-

eD)-

7rjvj.

L,

it follows

(6)

Thus, since Vj depends on the particularsupply adjustmentrule in place, so too
does the equilibriumprice of permits in period 1. This has importantimplications
for investmentdecisions in that period.
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4.3. Supply adjustmentand dynamicefficiency
Consider the investment incentives for an individual firm faced with the above
permit price path. It is importantto note that firms are price takers on the permit
market,which means that an individualfirm does not expect the price of permits
to depend on its own technology adoption decision. Thus, a firm that deviates
unilaterallyfrom the social optimumcontinuesto face the permitprices associated
with the social optimum.The firm's technology choice will affect the numberof
permits it carries forwardfrom period I to period 2, however, and this, in turn,
determinesthe magnitudeof any capital gain or loss the firm may experience under
the supply adjustmentpolicy. Different supply adjustmentpolicies have different
implicationsfor expected capitalgains or losses and thereforehave differentimpacts
on technology adoptionincentives.
I begin by characterizingthe incentivesassociated with a generalspecificationof
the adjustmentpolicy. Let xi(j) denote the numberof permitsrepurchased(possibly
via expropriation)from a firm using technology i when 6 = 6j. (A negative value
for xi(j) means that additionalpermitsare sold or given to the firm). Let q, denote
the price at which permits are repurchased(or sold), contingenton the value of 6.
Finally, let PB denote the discountedexpected privatebenefit to a firm that adopts
the new technology:
PB = [pl(elo-el)

+/3E Z

+ co(eo-elo)-cl(e

l-el)]

rj[P2[el I-e2l(j)-XlX(i)]-P2[e1o-e20(j)-xo(j)]

j=L.H

+ qj[xi (j) - xo(j)] + co(eo - e20())-C

-

(

e2l(j))].

(7)

The first term (in squarebrackets)representsthe difference between the two technologies in the value of the permitholdings requiredin period 1, plus the difference
between the two technologies in abatementcosts in that period. The second term
representsthe discounted expected private benefit received in period 2. This has
three components. The first componentrepresentsthe difference between the two
technologies in the value of net permit sales at the marketprice in period 2. The
net permit sales for a given technology are equal to the difference between permits
requiredfor period 2 emissions and permit holdings carriedforwardfrom period
1, less any repurchases;that is, [eli - e2i(j) -X(j)].
The second componentis the
difference between the two technologies in the value of repurchasesat price qj;
that is, qJ[x1(j)-xo(j)]. The thirdcomponentis simply the difference in abatement
cost in period 2 between the two technologies.
Expressions (3) and (7), evaluated at the efficient emission levels and the associated permit prices, yield an expression for the wedge between the privateand
social benefit from adoptionat the social optimum:
P*

SB

L.
E

j(6j-qj)[xo(j)-x1(j)]+(e*o

-etI)(vj

-j)]

j=L.H
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This expression has the following interpretation.The (bj - qj) term representsthe
penalty incurredby the firmwhen a permitvaluedat 5j in the marketis repurchased
by the regulatorat price qj (or conversely, the bonus enjoyed by the firn when a
new permit is acquired at less than the market price). The [xo(j) - xi (j)] term
measures the extent to which the number of permits repurchased(or sold) by
the regulator depends on the technology choice made by the firm in period 1.
This difference would most obviously arise througha supply adjustmentrule that
discriminatesdirectly across firms according to their technology. Less obviously,
but more important,discriminationon the basis of technology may arise indirectly
throughan adjustmentrule thatties repurchases(or the rightto makenew purchases)
to individual permit holdings. Recall that holding permits and adopting a new
technologyare substituteinvestmentstrategiesfor the firm;thus, any policy thatties
individualadjustmentto existing permit holdings necessarily links that adjustment
to the technology choice, and hence has the potentialto distortthat choice.
The second additiveterm in expression (8) capturesa 'price effect' of the supply
adjustmentpolicy on investmentincentives. The particularrule used to adjust the
supply of permitsin period2 must,in equilibrium,feed back into the expected value
of all permits carriedforwardinto period 2, whetheror not they are repurchased.
The second term in (8) reflects this effect. In particular,if the supply adjustment
policy causes the value of a permitcarriedinto period 2 to differ from its truesocial
value in period 2 (i.e., vj =/ Qj),then the difference in the permit holdings carried
forwardunder the two technologies (e*0- e*) will have a privatevalue different
from their true social value. The second term in (8) represents this difference
between the privateand social value of permit holdings carriedforward.It arises
throughthe effect of the anticipatedsupply adjustmentrule on the equilibriumprice
of permits in period 1.11
If PB* i SB, then each firm has an incentive to deviate unilaterallyfrom the
social optimum. In particular,if PB* > SB, then private incentives are distorted in
favourof the new technology.Conversely,if PB* < SB, then the investmentdecision
is biased towards retaining the old technology. If the wedge between PB* and SB
is sufficiently large, such that PB* > K > SB or PB* < K < SB, then the social
optimum is not supportedas a rationalexpectations equilibrium.
Expression(8) can be used to examine the incentiveeffects of a varietyof supply
adjustmentpolices. I confine specific considerationto two alternativepolicies: open
marketoperationsand a proportionaladjustmentrule.
4.3.1. Open marketoperations
Supply adjustment through open-market operations simply involves buying or
selling permitsin period 2 at the prevailingmarketprice. In particular,the regulator
announces at the beginning of period 1 that in period 2 it will repurchasepermits
at price qH = 6H if 5 = 3H and sell permits at price qL = 6L if t = 5L* Under this
11 I am grateful to an anonymousreferee for pointing out this effect.
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adjustmentrule the value of a permit carriedforwardinto period 2 is equal to its
marketprice in that period; that is, vj = QjVj. It follows from expression (6) that
pi=

(1 +M).

(9)

This expression is the dynamic analogue of the standardPigouvian pricing rule:
the price of a permitat the social optimumis just equal to the presentvalue of the
expected damage associated with the streamof emissions it allows. Accordingly, I
will refer to this price as the Pigouvian price.
The dynamic efficiency properties of the open-marketadjustmentpolicy are
described in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.

Supplyadjustmentthroughopen-marketoperations implementsthe

social optimum.

Proof. SubstituteqL

= VL = 6L

and qH

= VH =-H

in (8) to yield PB*

= SB.

?

The intuitionbehind this result is straightforward.
A permitworthPi = ,u(l +/)
in period 1 is valued at P2 = 6 in period 2, since all repurchasesor new issues are
made at the marketprice. After adjustingfor the rentalvalue of holding the permit
in period 1 (the abatementcost avoided in that period), a capital loss of (p - 6L)
is incurredif 5 = 1L and a capital gain of (OH - j) is enjoyed if 6 = 6H. Thus, the
ex ante expected gain or loss when viewed from period I is zero, so there is no
associated distortionof the technology adoptiondecision.
While adjustmentthroughopen-marketoperationsyields an efficient outcome,
there may exist political difficulties associated with its implementation.Suppose
permits are initially sold (or auctioned) in period 1 at the market-clearingprice
PI = t(1 + /). If 6 = 6H, then the regulatorwill have to repurchasesome of those
permits in period 2 at a price P2 = 6H; if / and lrH are relatively small, then the
repurchaseprice may be higher than the price paid initially. That is, firms may
make a windfall gain if the damage caused by their emissions is more severe than
expected. That windfall gain is even largerif permitsare initially awardedto firms
free of charge. Such an outcome is unlikely to sit well with environmentalgroups,
since it appearsthat firmsare being rewardedfor emitting substancesthat are more
damaging than initially expected. From an efficiency perspective, however, this
windfall gain when 6 = 6H is needed to offset in expectationthe capital loss when
6 -L
and therebyleave the permitholding decision and the associated technology
adoptiondecision undistorted.
4.3.2. Proportionaladjustment
An alternativeto marketoperations that does not suffer from the same potential
political problemsis a proportional adjustmentrule. Considera supply adjustment
policy that expropriatesa fixed share of permits from each firm if the supply of
permits must be reduced, and grants additionalpermits on a proportionalbasis if
the supply must be increased.The price paid for expropriatedpermitsand the price
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chargedfor additionalpermits grantedare then set independentlyof the supply adjustmentto satisfy the distributionalgoals of the policy maker.The only restriction
these prices must satisfy is qL < bL; otherwise, no firm would be willing to buy
the additionalpermits grantedto it.
Under this proportionaladjustmentscheme xi(j) -a(j)eii, where
[()

ei

(10)

ei(j)

is the proportionby which the aggregate supply of permits must be increased
or decreased in period 2 to restore static efficiency. (Note that a(H) C (0, 1) and
c(L) C (-1, 0), and recall thatxi(j) is definedas the numberof permitsexpropriated
from firm i; thus, xi(H) > 0 and x,(L) < 0).
Consider the implications of this proportionaladjustmentrule for the equilibrium price of permits. A permit carriedforward into period 2 will be effectively
transformedinto (1 -a(j)) permitsafter the supply adjustmentin period 2. That is,
H then the firm will lose a fraction a(H) of each permit it holds; if j-L,
if j H,
then firm will be grantedthe option to purchasea fraction a(L) for each permit it
holds. Each of these permits has a marketprice of bj in period 2. Thus, in statej,
the value of a permit carriedforwardinto period 2 is
vj-(

(II)

- o( j))bj + a(j)q1.

Thus, from equation (6), the equilibriumprice of a permit in period I under the
announcedproportionaladjustmentrule is
P I=(1 + fL -f

E

(12)

7rja(j)(bj- qj).

j-L.H

If qL - L and qH = bH, then this equilibriumprice is equal to the Pigouvian
price. For other values of qL and qH, the equilibriumpermitprice may be higher or
lower than the Pigouvian price, dependingon the propertiesof the abatementcost
functions.12The more importantpolicy question relates to the effect of the proportional adjustmentrule on technology adoption decisions. This effect is described
in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION2.

Proportional supply adjustment implements the social optimum.

Proof. Substitute (11) for vj and xj(j) = a(j)eli

social optimumto yield PB*

in equation (8) evaluated at the

= SB.

LI

12 In particular,it can be shown (see Kennedy 1998) that if qL 0,qH = O then the equilibrium
price is lower than the Pigouvian price if marginalabatementcost for the optimal technology is
concave or mildly convex; and higher than the Pigouvian price if marginalabatementcost for the
optimal technology is strongly convex.
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The intuitionbehind this result is the following. If the proportionalsupply adjustment policy is announced in period 1, then any associated incentive for firms
to hold more or fewer permits than is socially optimal is translatedfully into the
equilibriumprice of permits.That is, permitprices completely absorbany distorting
effect that the adjustmentpolicy might otherwise have. The key to the ameliorating
role of prices under proportionaladjustmentis the fact that the adjustmentfraction applied to a firm in period 2 is independentof which technology the firm is
using; it is based purely on aggregate quantitiesevaluated at the optimum, given
the realized damage state.13
Note that the neutralityof the proportionaladjustmentrule with respect to technology adoption decisions is independentof how prices are set for permit expropriation or new issue. Thus, these prices can be set independentlyof the supply
adjustmentaccordingto the distributionalgoals of the policy maker.
It is also worth stressing that the neutralityof proportionaladjustmentrule does
not rely on the assumption of ex ante identical firms. In particular,the factor of
proportionality,a(j), is based only on aggregate emission levels and is applied
uniformlyacross firms, regardlessof the technologies those firms bring into period
2. Moreover,note from equation( 11) thatthe value of a permitcarriedforwardinto
period 2 is independentof the technology used by the firm that holds the permit;
this must be true in equilibrium,or tradewould occur between firms until the value
of a permit is equalized across firms.
5. Conclusion
In this paper I have examined the problem of adjustingthe supply of permits in
an emissions tradingprogramin response to new informationabout environmental
damage. The key issue of interest is whether or not such an adjustmentcan be
made withoutdistortinginvestmentdecisions with respectto the adoptionof cleaner
technologies.
I have shown that open-marketoperations,whereby the regulatorbuys or sells
permitsas needed at the marketprice, implementsan efficient solution with respect
to the choice of emissions in each period and with respect to cleaner technology
adoptiondecisions. This supply adjustmentpolicy is unlikely to be politically acceptable, however, because it rewards firms with a windfall gain if the damage
caused by their emissions turns out to be worse than expected.
I have proposed an alternativeadjustmentrule, under which the regulatorexpropriatesa fixed share of permitsfrom each firm if the supply of permits must be
reduced and grants additional permits on a proportionalbasis if the supply must
be increased. The price paid for expropriatedpermits and the price charged for
additionalpermitsgrantedcan be set independentlyfrom the supply adjustmentto
satisfy the distributionalgoals of the policy maker.The key propertyof this proportionaladjustmentrule is that it implementsefficiency, both in terms of emission
13 Note that the credibility of this adjustmentrule relies on there being a large numberof firms. Of
course, this is also a preconditionfor a competitive permit market.
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levels and in terms of technology choices. Thus, the proportionaladjustmentrule
delivers the same efficiency advantagesof adjustmentthroughmarketoperations
but at the same time provides much greaterflexibility from a political perspective.
In closing, it is importantto stress that both the marketoperationspolicy and
the proportionaladjustmentpolicy work because they are announcedin advance,as
partof the emissions tradingprogramdesign. A failure to specify how the supply of
permitswill be adjusted,if necessary,will create considerableuncertaintyover the
value of permits in any emissions tradingprogramand could seriously uindermine
the functioningof that program.
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